CPD Seminars

Makers Construction is able to offer a wide range of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) seminars that cover Testing, Investigation & Diagnosis to concrete structures, Concrete Repairs, Movement and Expansion Joints, Liquid Roofing & Applied Coatings and Lifecare Planning for Multi-storey Car Parks.

Seminar 4: Lifecare Planning for Multi-storey Car Parks

Understanding a Lifecare plan, how it can aid you with your legal obligations and responsibilities. The benefits a lifecare plan can provide, and how it can help you to understand your structure and if required it’s transformation. The seminar structure is the following:

• Understand Lifecare Planning
• Legal Obligations & Responsibilities
• Understanding your structure
• How to write a Lifecare Plan
• Who should be involved
• The “Living” Document
• Transformation Examples
• Further Guidance

CPD Contact Details

To arrange for a Lifecare Planning for Multi-Storey Car Parks CPD seminar to be presented at your office, or to find out more, contact:

Verona Murphy
Sales & Marketing on 01543 480 959 or email v.murphy@makers.biz

This seminar can take 1 to 1.5 hours